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A bit about me and my university-industry experiences…
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Presentation Notes
Grad School – Start of Ph.D. in China coincided with opening of onshore China for foreign oil exploration – supported by consortium of 25 oil companies. Over the course of my grad school career I interned with two of those companies, consulted for a third, and went to work full time for a forth, Chevron, when I graduated. I didn’t even conduct a traditional job search or approach a company that I didn’t already know.At Chevron, once I had been with the company a while and moved into a management position, I took over management of Chevron’s relationship with Stanford as a side-gig. It was a long-standing, successful relationship and our goal was simple. Help ensure that it remain in excellent program in geo and PE, while broadening our relationship. The reason is simple: the university had some of the best and most influential experts in fields that mattered to us, producing outstanding research, and we hired a lot of graduates out of those programs. They were a knowledge pipeline and a workforce pipeline. When I left Chevron’s California HQ to move to Singapore, I quickly moved to establish university relationships there with groups who could help us.Finally, in my last job before moving here to Idaho a year ago, I returned to Stanford, where I directed an energy center that was supported by a consortium of 18 companies from the oil and gas, utility, investment, and banking sectors. My job was to align Stanford’s research portfolio to have impact and ensure that we were convening important discussions on the energy transition. So I have perspective of experiencing multiple valuable university-industry relationships from both sides of the relationship. I understand that the time commitment and interest is the hardest part for busy people to maintain, but over and over I’ve seen the effort pay off with great results.



Idaho’s Commitment to Industry-University 
Collaboration
• Commitment to practical, applied research and education and 

commitment to private sector interaction
• Long-term history of industry partnership in some fields
• Leadership commitment, faculty incentivization, and alignment with 

university strategy

• Liberal intellectual property approaches and policies
• Arrangements up to and including IP assignment
• Confidentiality agreements available

• Multiple strategies for funding industry-university engagements
• Contracts
• Industrial Affiliates programs
• Competitive grants

• Clear running room to establish new relationships or strategic 
partnerships

U of I strives to be a business-friendly and industry-accessible institution
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So I came to the Unviersity of Idaho a year ago and one of my main interests, and one of the reasons they hired me, was to develop more impactful relationships with industry and other private-sector entities. I came here because the university has shown it’s commitment to improving private-sector ties with by making deliberate changes and efforts over the past 5-10 years to improve our openness to industry collaboration in research, education, and other endeavors.



Industrial Affiliates Programs at U of I 

A membership-based consortium of 
more than one entity (company, 
tribe, agency, foundation…) working 
in collaboration with a research 
group at the University of Idaho

Industrial Affiliates programs are 
intended to increase the two-way 
flow of information between U of I 
and industry, thereby increasing the 
impact of U of I research

Industrial Affiliates programs are 
intended to build relationships
between corporate subject matter 
experts and leaders and U of I 
faculty, researchers, and students
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A new mechanism that we’ve put in place to improve U of I – industry connections.Benefits:-- A formal, structured relationship that doesn’t rely on chance-- Because this is industry supporting our priorities, membership fees bear a low overhead rate (5% vs ~50%), -- and industrial affiliate funding provides critical flexible, discretionary funds to program directors.-- maintains university independence, prevents bias, and prevents concerns around undue influence



Industrial Affiliates Programs: Stanford University

• A proven mechanism for 
fostering industry 
cooperation and 
information flow at 
Stanford

• Decades-long history
• Over 65 current programs
• Membership fees from 

$10,000 to $250,000
• Typically companies 

participate in multiple 
programs (these become 
enterprise-level 
relationships) 

We are not re-inventing the wheel – this strategy has demonstrated long-term value



The Aquaculture Industrial Affiliates Program Provides 
Access to Cutting Edge Research
Meetings, Workshops, and Events

Attendance at ARI Annual Industrial 
Affiliates Meeting, specialty workshops, 
and other events

**ARI is able to convene diverse groups 
of stakeholders, and works seamlessly 
across industry segments

Research-In-Progress Programs
Members visits to University of Idaho

University of Idaho researcher visits to 
members

Visiting Scholar Program

Members see research in progress and have access to researchers and ongoing 
research from inception to completion
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BenefitsFacilitated access to cutting edge research and student and faculty researchersARI Annual Meeting and other meetings and workshopsRecognitionDirect access to student recruitmentARI Advisory Board membership*Access to visiting scholar, mentoring, and research-in-progress programs*



The Aquaculture Industrial Affiliates Program Provides 
Access to Future Workforce 

Members have opportunity to develop relationships and evaluate student 
researchers throughout their time at University of Idaho

Direct Access to Student Recruitment

Fellow-Mentor-Advisor Programs
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BenefitsFacilitated access to cutting edge research and student and faculty researchersARI Annual Meeting and other meetings and workshopsRecognitionDirect access to student recruitmentARI Advisory Board membership*Access to visiting scholar, mentoring, and research-in-progress programs*



The Aquaculture Industrial Affiliates Members Provide 
Critical Guidance and Insight

Members have opportunity to help shape research and programmatic priorities at 
the Aquaculture Research Institute

Advisory Board Membership

Two-Way Information Flow
Identification of important problems 
and research priorities

**U of I is an unbiased source for 
information and analysis

Opportunities for University-Level 
Input and Advice

Facilitated access to university leaders 
and advisory groups

https://www.nature.org/en-us/what-we-do/our-insights/perspectives/the-aquaculture-opportunity/
Source: The Nature Conservancy

United Nations, 2015
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BenefitsFacilitated access to cutting edge research and student and faculty researchersARI Annual Meeting and other meetings and workshopsRecognitionDirect access to student recruitmentARI Advisory Board membership*Access to visiting scholar, mentoring, and research-in-progress programs*

https://www.nature.org/en-us/what-we-do/our-insights/perspectives/the-aquaculture-opportunity/


The Aquaculture Industrial Affiliates Program Provides 
Recognition

Members are visible supporters of innovation in aquaculture

Membership listed on ARI website and 
materials

Including upcoming releases of ARI program 
launch in trade publications

Acknowledgement in journal articles 
and technical presentations

Acknowledgement on university 
Industrial Affiliates website and as 
University of Idaho industrial supporter

Membership displayed in Hagerman 
and Moscow ARI facilities
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BenefitsFacilitated access to cutting edge research and student and faculty researchersARI Annual Meeting and other meetings and workshopsRecognitionDirect access to student recruitmentARI Advisory Board membership*Access to visiting scholar, mentoring, and research-in-progress programs*



The Aquaculture Research Institute Industrial Affiliates 
Program
Membership
Annual membership with no long-term 
commitments and no contract

$10,000/year for Regular 
Members
$25,000/year for Sustaining 
Members

Benefits
Facilitated access to cutting edge 
research and student and faculty 
researchers
ARI Annual Meeting and other 
meetings and workshops
Recognition
Direct access to student recruitment
ARI Advisory Board membership*
Access to visiting scholar, mentoring, 
and research-in-progress programs*

An investment in ARI has major impact on the program and ensures strong industry impact
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Industrial Affiliates Programs at University of Idaho

• Multiple strategies for funding industry-university engagements
• Contracts

• Project control by funder (timeline, deliverables, etc)
• Contractual requirements (performance, refund, etc)
• Intellectual property
• Bears university overhead (~50% of direct costs)
• Typically result of bilateral researcher or program relationships

• Industrial affiliates programs
• Project control by university researchers
• No IP rights
• No contractual relationship
• 5% overhead rate
• Established programs to support subject matter areas

• Competitive grants
• Either contract or gift terms (usually contract)
• Funder control of RFP and proposal review and selection
• Can be organized by Office of Research
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Specific deliverablesDetailed financial reportingPerformance milestonesIP rightsRestrictions on publicationAudit, insurance, indemnification, warrantyRefundableTesting or assessment of sponsors products and servicesDirect economic benefit
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